In Situ Measure of Intrinsic Bond Strength in Crystalline Structures: Local Vibrational Mode Theory for Periodic Systems.
The local vibrational mode analysis developed by Konkoli and Cremer has been successfully applied to characterize the intrinsic bond strength via local bond stretching force constants in molecular systems. A wealth of new insights into covalent bonding and weak chemical interactions ranging from hydrogen, halogen, pnicogen, and chalcogen to tetrel bonding has been obtained. In this work we extend the local vibrational mode analysis to periodic systems, i.e. crystals, allowing for the first time a quantitative in situ measure of bond strength in the extended systems of one, two, and three dimensions. We present the study of one-dimensional polyacetylene and hydrogen fluoride chains and two-dimensional layers of graphene, water, and melamine-cyanurate as well as three-dimensional ice I h and crystalline acetone. Besides serving as a new powerful tool for the analysis of bonding in crystals, a systematic comparison of the intrinsic bond strength in periodic systems and that in isolated molecules becomes possible, providing new details into structure and bonding changes upon crystallization. The potential application for the analysis of solid-state vibrational spectra will be discussed.